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Speakers and Transducers

Bass Shakers and Tactile Sound
By

Mike Klasco
(Menlo Scientific, Ltd.)

(Source:
Flexound Systems)

From powerful bass shakers that move floors and chairs in movie theaters to subtle boneconduction transducers and haptic feedback technologies, there is a world of transducer solutions
that continue to improve. This article reviews the history and working principles of those shakers
and details some notable examples now available in the market.

At a concert you see the performers, hear the
music, and feel the bass. Sound is energy made
by vibrations. When an object vibrates, it causes
movement in the surrounding air molecules. These
molecules bump into the molecules close to them,
causing them to vibrate as well. This makes them
progressively bump into more nearby air molecules.
If this compression and rarefaction of molecules
reaches your ear’s tympanic membrane, you will
perceive these vibrations as sound.
This seems simplistic but you can spend your life
studying this stuff and most of us who are reading
this do just that. But our perception of music and the
auditory world in general includes not only airborne
sound energy, but also structure-borne energy,
which is perceived by our haptic senses. The ability
to perceive and interact with the world through
vibration and touch is central to all of our lives, and
now increasingly so. In experiencing live sound, our
haptic perception contributes to the realism, and
conversely haptics can strengthen the illusion and
simulation of reality.

Tactile and Haptic Perception

Haptics have the power to intensify everything—
from allowing mobile game players to actually feel
what they’re looking at—to improving the sensory
interaction with a wide variety of devices. Haptic
perception can be uniquely a bilateral interaction—you
press a touchscreen and it shutters back to confirm
your action.
On the other extreme, for home theaters, gaming,
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movie theaters, discotheques, and theme park
rides, this “tactile” component is able to add an
extra dimension (sometimes referred to as 4-D) to
reproduce the impact of explosions, engine sounds,
thunder, and other bone-rattling low-frequency
content. This creative impact can be powerful, yet
theatrically subtle—as the anticipation created by the
vibration effects in the original T-Rex appearance in
the Jurassic Park movie
Paraphrasing from a whitepaper from Clark
Synthesis, Steven Spielberg was trying to give the
sense of something big about to happen. We first see
the dinosaur’s footfall as waves in a puddle, then hear
the first tremor, and then the thundering sound of
the big lizard. Because Spielberg was unable to shake
the theater floor, he used the next best thing, a visual
effect of water rippling. But with bass shakers, the
world would shake the way a stomping T-Rex would.
This “feeling” is your haptic perception, and
is divided into two different classes: Tactile and
Kinesthetic. The things and texture you feel with your
fingers, feet, and so forth are because of sensors on
the surface tissues embedded in the skin and right
underneath it, enabling your brain to feel vibration,
pressure, touch, and texture.
The things you feel from the sensors in your
muscles, joints, and tendons are classified as
Kinesthetic. Weight, stretch, and joint angles of your
arm, hand, wrist, and fingers, but also the bass
drum thump from your feet to your gut. Our tactile
perception of live sound (or even recorded music
with powerful subwoofers) actually shows up first,

The water shaking on the
cup effect on Jurassic Park.
Script illustration and movie
frame (Copyright: Universal)

just before the airborne sound component as the
speed of sound through materials is faster than
through the air.
The world of tactile and haptic perception has
been on the periphery of audio for quite a while.
Reproduction of this structural component of live
sound can be achieved through the use of a tactile
transducer popularly known as a “bass shaker.”
Physically coupled to various surfaces (e.g., floors,
chairs, and a whole load of other stuff).
These transducers pass low-frequency vibrations
into them so that they can be felt by the listener.
Tactile devices may augment a subwoofer, but they
cannot be substituted for a subwoofer.
Tactile transducers are used in home theaters,
commercial movie theaters, arcade games for
special effects, amusement park rides, aerobic
studios, and so forth. Some innovative applications
have also been developed for the hearing impaired,
bypassing the hearing system in a manner similar
to a cochlear implant.

A Bit of History

Bill Phillips of Clark Synthesis, one of the first
and a leading tactile device manufacturer, provided
some valuable insights to tactile device history.
In 1944, Glen Holland received US Patent
#2, 341,275 for a new “Sound Reproducing
Instrument.” This is the earliest patent found for
a device designed to transfer audio vibrations
into materials (e.g., wood and glass). His design
used a stylus attached to a voice coil to transfer
the vibrations. I’ve never actually seen one of the
devices, so I don’t know if he ever manufactured
any or not.
In 1978, a tinkerer named Tom MIKE: PLEASE
ADD HIS LAST NAME wanted to see if he could inject
sound into a waterbed. He was playing with the little
Rolen Star transducer. It worked, but the vibrations
were weak. He started experimenting with creating
a large tactile sound transducer. Many years later,
Tom created a transducer 14” in diameter and
weighing 12lbs. Around this time, Curtis Clark, an
oil investor, hired Tom to install a home theater. Tom
demonstrated his device to Clark, who liked it, but
declared it too big. Tom reworked his product to an
8” device and went back to Clark, who liked what
he saw and in 1993 established Clark Synthesis to
manufacture and sell the device, creating a new
genre—large-area haptic feedback devices.
I also had some involvement with the tactile
side of things. In 1976, Nozomu Matsumoto founded
Bodysonic. Matsumoto is best known as the founder
of Pioneer Electronics in Japan. Bodysonic was the
first “bass shaker,” which Matsumoto developed

This drawing from Glen Holland’s original US 2341275A patent for a “Sound Reproducing
Instrument,” was filed in 1940 and granted in 1944.
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ButtKicker Concert and ButtKicker Gamer2 Playseat Edition. The first system is designed
specifically for musician monitoring, stage, and studio use, and is a patented lowfrequency transducer that features a 3.75lbs (1.48kg) magnetically suspended piston. The
second adds instant immersion to any game by mass producing a powerful haptic effect.

in his hobby shop. Around 1980, I represented the
company for commercial applications and we had
design wins at Disney’s Epcot theme park, Chicago’s
Science Museum, discotheque dance floors, and
other neat projects. Later, I worked with Sammi
Sound on its Tremors shakers (also marketed by
Philips), followed by Aurasound, whose shakers
were also marketed by Alpine and RBH. Some of
Aura Systems’ linear actuators were developed for
experimental aircraft landing gear, active vibration
canceling for helicopters, and igniting hydrogen
bombs (talking about serious boom!).
Discussions about some of the early inventions in
this field—from sub-harmony synthesizers to Dolby
effects channel and the Sensurround experiments—
can be found in my first two articles on this topic
(see Resources).

High-Definition Tactile

In comparing bass shaker specs and attempting
to measure output, we want to offer some caveats. As
with most electroacoustic transducers, there is a gain
vs. bandwidth trade-off with just about everything. It
The TST429 Platinum
Professional Transducer
from Clark Synthesis is
the most powerful audio
transducer on the market.
It outputs full-frequency
sound from 5Hz to 17kHz
to meet the demands of
audio applications, such
as high-end home theater
furniture, theater risers and
platforms, floors (including
dance floors), simulators,
and gaming systems.
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is easy to design an efficient bass shaker with huge
output. Think of a bass shaker as having a Q, so a
high-Q design would have a lot of output over a very
narrow band of bass frequencies—sort of a pendulum
or a one-note subwoofer. Alternatively, we can design
for a wider Q and more linear response over the
operating range, but at the expense of efficiency.
Products that are reviewed by unsophisticated
hobbyists and found to be super-efficient may just
be a “one-note” design that wants to vibrate at their
favorite but narrow frequency range.
Many shakers are moving magnets, where
the casing is fixed and the magnetic structure is
compliantly suspended and driven by a stationary
voice coil. The voice coil exerts force on the
magnetic structure and a reaction force on the bass
shaker’s body, with the latter forces transmitted
into the mounting surface and similar to the NXT
“exciter” momentum drive. The lower-cost shakers
typically used ferrite magnetic structures with the
electromagnetic control and bandwidth limited—but
that is a generalization.
Alternatively, with high magnetic density
neodymium, practical and cost-effective direct-drive
tactile transducers essentially use a “linear motor”
(a conventional speaker topology, but the voice coil
drives a piston rather than a speaker cone). Let
me say, there are high-performing shakers of both
types.
When it comes to seating design for bass
shakers, it is important to fool the senses. If the
bass shaker only drives a chair, your senses won’t
be fooled, particularly if it is apparent that only
the chair is vibrating. But if the chair, ottoman,
and floor have shakers, then the entire room will
appear to vibrate rather than just the chair. There
is also a preferred balance of vibration distribution
between the back, waist, hips, and buttocks. Also
both the overlap and the response of the shaker
and the subs must be artfully contoured to reach
the most credible effect.
In the current market, there are a number of
bass shakers and new transducers for haptic and
tactile applications. In this report, we will take a look
at some interesting offerings currently available.

Guitammer Cinema and ButtKicker

For more than 20 years, the Guitammer Co. has
created compelling entertainment experiences with
haptics for gamers, musicians, cinema patrons, and
more with its ButtKicker brand. ButtKicker’s lowfrequency audio transducers are musically accurate,
powerful, virtually indestructible, and patented
linear transducers, which recreate amplified audio
signals in the feeling range.

A Crowson VR Haptic Actuator. Crowson Motion Actuators are linear direct drive tactile transducers that lift and drop the seat allowing for a uniform,
infrasonic effect (below 20Hz) with no noticeable resonant modes within the operating range. The solution is used as whole room floor activation for
Virtual Reality (VR) experiences, simulators, and theaters.

The ButtKicker Cinema System (BKCS) has an
install base of more than 45,000 seats worldwide
offering solutions for new and existing auditoriums
with the ability to retrofit existing auditoriums;
and all types of seating, including recliner and
auditorium-style seating. Most cinemas can upgrade
without closing or impacting screenings. BKCS also
works with the existing soundtrack from all movies;
no encoding required.
ButtKicker gaming products also work with
every game, enabling players to feel the low-end
vibrations without making the room loud. The
ButtKicker Gamer easily attaches to standard center
post chairs. The solution enables gamers to turn
down or turn off their subwoofer and still feel all the
bass. And even while using headphones or a gaming
headset, they can still experience powerful bass.
The company’s home entertainment products
work with all types of furniture, easily installing
high-end home theater chairs to comfy recliners.
The Individual Seat Control Kits are quick and easy
to install adding depth, immersion, and impact to
the viewing experience.

the high power and the wider frequency range
compared to typical large-area haptic feedback
devices. This wide frequency range allows the
reproduction of fundamental tones and harmonics,
making the output pleasantly rich and musical.

Crowson Tech

Crowson Technology has been producing tactile
motion actuators for the luxury home theater
market for more than 18 years. In that time its
actuator design has evolved but the core technology
remains largely the same. Crowson linear-directdrive actuators go beyond inertial bass shakers
by directly lifting and moving the theater seat by
as much as one-quarter of an inch. They expand
and contract beneath the feet of the seat. This
method provides true infrasonic motion/vibration
as well as lightning fast transient response and a
ruler flat frequency response. Crowson actuators
are so accurate they are widely used in research
environments, aerospace vibration simulation, and
reliability testing.

Clark Synthesis Transducers

Originally developed for military and commercial
training applications, these tactile transducers can
be used full range or for bass. With a half dozen
application-specific transducers, Clark Synthesis
has Tactile Transducers variously optimized for
swimming pools, drum thrones, flight simulators,
home theaters, club dance floors, and even music
therapy for the deaf.
Full-range applications include use with hot
tubs and wall structures (for invisible speakers)
and similar applications. The waterproof version
can be used on pool walls. The Tactile Sound
Transducers use professional-grade voice coils set
into high power ferrite and neodymium magnet
assemblies. All components are custom designed
and manufactured to exacting tolerances and deliver

Powersoft’s Mover is
available in a Direct Drive
solution (a powerful pistonlike motor) and a more
traditional Inertial Drive
integrated package that can
be coupled to any surface.
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Crowson’s Shadow-8 Dual Motion Actuator is
designed to bring high-fidelity tactile effect to all types
of chairs and couches. The compact actuator design
is a linear direct drive tactile transducer enabling
a uniform effect throughout the chair and True

Infrasonic (motion below 20Hz) and as high as 600Hz.
These actuators can be installed by a person
with no mechanical skill in less than 15 minutes. No
modifications to furniture or flooring are required.
The system easily interfaces with standard audio
equipment using conventional audio signals.
Crowson is now supplying special virtual reality
actuators for wall to wall haptic flooring. An array of
1” tall actuators are placed on the floor and a grid
of plywood squares are placed on top. Each plywood
intersection is supported by an actuator and creates
a zone of haptic feedback. This type of low-profile,
easily installed haptic flooring is an ideal way to bring
haptics to virtual reality environments.

Powersoft

The MEMO bundle combines the Mover ultra-low frequency transducer with a fully optimized
Class-D amplifier, specifically designed to enhance home cinema and gaming experiences.

Flexound introduced the HUMU Augmented Audio Cushion as a proof of concept for its
vibro-acoustic technology in entertainment devices. “Hear and feel your favorite content
without disturbing others around you,” is the pitch.

Expanding the HUMU Cushion concept into automotive, Flexound allows the sense of touch
and personal full-range audio into a variety of seat back or headrests.
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Powersoft introduced its M-Force linear motor
subwoofer technology in 2013 and more recently
morphed this innovative technology into Mover, a
powerful but compact shaker. This patented lowfrequency direct drive tactile transducer is designed
to elevate the entertainment experience by vibrating
the surrounding environment, which the human body
picks up and, through bone conduction, stimulates the
inner ear, translating the vibrations into perceivable
frequencies. Adaptable to 4D cinemas, theme parks,
or venues with vibrating acoustic floors—as well as
applications that go beyond entertainment, Mover is
available in two versions: Direct Drive (a piston-like
motor) and the traditional Inertial Drive (suspended
moving magnet) assembly that can be surface-coupled.
Direct Drive is anchored to an immovable surface
and the moving magnet is directly connected to a
movable surface (e.g., a floating floor or chair). Next
to exciting the surface, Direct Drive is also able to
create an offset of ±15mm. As a result, the surface
will not only shake but also move, giving the audience
the sensation of falling off or jumping over an object.
The other tactile product recently introduced
by Powersoft is MEMO, a high-performance, ultralow-frequency transducer and amplifier bundle,
specifically designed for gaming and home theater
applications. This solution overcomes the physical
limitations of traditional systems to deliver sounds
that extend well below the sub-harmonic spectrum.
The extreme precision of the MEMO bundle enables
the gamer to gain an advantage with more realistic
and immediate feedback, without the need of cranking
up the subwoofer’s volume. In home theaters, MEMO
enables users to keep the sub’s volume down while still
delivering the full-frequency spectrum: This means that
users can enjoy those bass-heavy cinematic sounds
even more, again without cranking up the volume and
disturbing the neighbors.
MEMO offers multiple mounting options and can be

secured to any gaming chair, or added to a cinephile’s
favorite seat to achieve a fully immersive experience.
Powersoft has also introduced firmware for Mover,
a subharmonic generator plug-in. This new algorithm
transposes down the frequency pitch in order to
reproduce ultra-low frequency extension all the way
down to 5Hz. Note: Safety tip for readers—seat belts
are recommended!!!

Inside view of the
Earthquake MQB-1 Tactile
Transducer, which uses the
same technology as its big
brother the Q10B at only
3 1/2” tall and 3 1/8” in
diameter.

Earthquake Sound

Earthquake Sound is widely recognized in both
subwoofers and tactile transducers for multiple
entertainment applications, holding several patents on
tactile transducers. Earthquake’s bass shakers range
from high performance to over the top. All models
are “high-fidelity” with exceptional speed accuracy
and efficiency, rendering complex low-frequency
material in detail for home theater chair, simulation
applications (car and flight simulators), casino gaming,
virtual reality, and augmented reality (training, classes,
and interactive applications).
The transducers boast aluminum alloy aerospace
construction for thermal stability and no cycle per
life failures. Furthermore, its patented inverted
neodymium grade 5 magnets to center the mass,
provide for linear spring constant as well as kinetic
energy recovery. While the mass is set in motion, the
centering magnet generates a force proportional to
the motion by generating back electromagnetic force
(EMF), which smoothly inverts the motion using the
patented DynoMag technique. Another Earthquake
Sound patent uses two magnets at the extreme
position to stop the sliders with a linear spring force,
while generating an inverting force limited over
excursion. The US government also relies on these
indestructible shakers for engineering appellations.
Leading the brand’s available bass shaker range,
the Quake Q10B is comparable to costly hydraulics
and eliminates low end “resonating leakage” into
adjoining areas. The Q10B answers the need for both
accurate low frequency response and maximum tactile
effect. One Q10B can replace three, four, or even five
consumer shakers and move two or three theater
seats or a sizeable platform. Compact in size, the
Q10B can satisfy more space limitations than other
transducers on the market and is almost indestructible
and maintenance free, with only one moving part.
Next in the range is the MQB-1 Miniquake, which
attaches to individual theater chairs, recliners, sofas,
or even large platforms that house several chairs. In
addition, it can be mounted to office chairs and thrones
for a cool music integration or gaming experience. It
uses the same technology as its big brother (Q10B), is
half the size including the mounting feet, and it runs
cool and efficient for hours.

The Shell Shoxx package is specifically designed
by Earthquake Sound for serious gamers who want
to be “in the middle of the action.” The Shell Shoxx
uses the MQB-XX patented shaker/tactile transducer,
specifically designed to clamp onto any office chair
base with its sturdy, vice-like arm. It complements
computers or TV video games, especially first-person
shooting, fighting, and war games, car racing games,
and action-adventure games. The Shell Shoxx complete
set also features the powerful Class J amplifier, an
Earthquake design as an evolution on Class D, yielding
higher efficiency and unmatched electromotive control
over any coil/magnet motor.

Under the Pillow

Flexound Augmented Audio is a Finland-based
company working in close cooperation with the
Aalto University, with a design office in London,
England and a subsidiary in Shanghai, China. It
has focused on developing a strong patent and IP
portfolio for personal sound and haptic experiences

An Earthquake Sound demonstration at a trade show always attracts the crowds. The
company’s bass shakers are guaranteed to create visceral impact and immersion to
simulation systems.
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for entertainment, automotive and health, which
they license and have also incorporated in new
ventures.
Flexound introduced a pilot consumer product
called HUMU Augmented Audio Cushion, which

The Aurras is a thin, discrete, personalized bone-conduction speaker to slip under the
pillow, designed to provide enough output to get through to the user and no one else in
the bedroom. The Aurras receives the signal from a connected 1W Bluetooth amplifier
with a built-in equalizer to optimize the sound, including a bass booster to provide
enhanced low-end vibrations.
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served as a proof of concept for the company’s
technology in entertainment and therapy. HUMU
enables users to hear and feel their favorite content
without disturbing others around them, creating an
immersive soundsphere with haptic augmentation,
which serves both for entertainment, personal
relaxation and meditation uses. With this same
“cushion” concept, Flexound further explored
applications for automotive, wellness and therapy,
and integrated into cinema settings.
Flexound sells the key components, offers
co-development services and licenses for co-branded
end-products with the sales and marketing by the
host brands. Its patented modules are intend to be
designed into cushions, cinema or car seats, furniture,
gaming chairs and more. Promising powerful bass
with low listening volume, and hi-fi sound quality
(20Hz to 20,000Hz range) from one elastic vibrating
element—no loudspeakers needed, the company’s
approach shows minimal sound leakage, enabling
personal “sonic spheres” and even ANC applications
in cars or airplanes without headphones.
Flexound’s key team members have more than
20 years of experience in international consumer
product development, marketing, music business,
audio hardware, and software.
Since we have mentioned the HuMu Cushion, we
also need to mention Dreampad, which has been
delivering high-quality music pillows for relaxation
and sleep therapy since 2014. The Dreampad
pillow was developed from a discovery that bone
conduction sound produces a relaxation response
in the body. Based on this therapeutic insight, the
vibrational music technology was embedded in
pillows, to create a relaxing and restful bedtime
sound experience using bone conduction technology,
which permeates the entire pillow but not beyond,
not bothering the person next to you in bed.
Taking the concept further, the Aurras is a
new product from Dreampad and a unique audio
appliance made specifically to be enjoyed in bed,
without cumbersome headphones or earbuds, and
without disturbing others. With a Bluetooth amp
with integrated equalizer, the Aurras slips under
the pillow and lets you listen to the news, movies,
podcast, new age music or whatever. Research
shows that the Dreampad’s unique technology,
combined with specially engineered music, can
reduce stress and anxiety, helping users get to
sleep and stay asleep.
In another article on tactile technology, we will
expand the focus to a wide range of unconventional
applications from automotive driver awareness,
gaming be lt s and ve s t s, sne ake r s, haptic
headphones, and bone conduction earphones. ax

